
Evolving technologies require new approaches and ways to interact with products; 

new challenges are approached with excitement and anticipation while they are 

considered opporunities for improvement. User excitement is the driving force of 

my passion to create intuitive solutions to complex challenges.

Product Design - UI/UX

As a designer I draw inspiration by all aspects of life - other people's work, nature, 

architecture, movies, video games. I believe knowledge should be shared, so I help 

others any way I can - both in real life and also by providing to the online 

community of developers.

Bug-free > more features

Small details matter

Negative space plays a major role

Data-Ink Ratio =~1

Different designs for different audiences

Safe design patterns than bleeding-edges

Code should be maintainable

Text should be left aligned

Consistency > pixel-perfect design

Design philosophy

SKILLS, COMPETENCES & PHILOSOPHY

Certified SAFe 5.0 Program Consultant

Bachelor Degree of Radiology

Updated 2020

8 years experience in the public service (2008-2015)

EDUCATION, LICENSES & CERTIFICATIONS

Improve user experience, accelerate development by forming
(and coding) a design system used by multiple products

SENIOR PRODUCT DESIGNERPCCW Global
03/2015 - Present

Designed and developed more than 20 commercial websites.
Modeled and delivered industrial quality 3D models.

FREELANCE WEB DESIGNERSelf-employed
12/2008 - 03/2015

Designed and developed more than 80 commercial  websites.
Participated in multiple EU cultural projects.

LEAD WEB DESIGNERwww.
05/2001 - 12/2012

Designed and developed more than 20 commercial websites.

LEAD WEB DESIGNERGreen Apple
10/2006 - 10/2012

WORK EXPERIENCE

Updated for 2021

Expert use, using common patterns 

and best development practices.

HTML/CSS/JS/D3

High level of proficiency - able to take on

and successfully complete any challenge.

Wordpress / D3

Industrial quality 3D modeling and visual

representation.

3D hard surface modeling

Deep knowledge of image editing tools and

fairly proficient with video composition tools.

Image editing / Video compositing

Excellent use of the office suite, fair knowledge

of multiple OSes, hardware enthusiast.

OSes/Office/Hardware

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

SOFTWARE & TOOLS

Photoshop, Figma, Illustrator, After Effects,

Rhinoceros, Unreal Engine, Maxwell Render,

Git, PHP, Wordpress, Atom, Invision,

Whimsical, Jira, Confluence

AWARDS & NOMINATIONS

Top 3% Overall - stackoverflow.com

Global Web Design Award (x2) - Pepin Press

CG Choice Award - forums.cgsociety.org

Professional Award - 3dm3.com

Frontpage - cg-cars.com

Frontpage - evermotion.org

CONTACT INFORMATION

+30 697 2550 904
design@nicksotiriadis.gr
https://www.nicksotiriadis.gr
Nick Sotiriadis
scooterlord

NICK SOTIRIADIS
SENIOR PRODUCT DESIGNER

Greek
Age 40


